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Me rri] Sobie

THE FAMILY COURT'J

/h:C\VYOrk State
Family Coun was
established in 1962 .
The framer's intent, wh ich
was largely achieved, was
the formation of an
omnibus tribunal capable
of adjudicating every justiciable family related dis pute. Accordingly, Family
Coun incorporated the
former State Children's
Couns, the domestic violence pans of the local criminal couns, and the paternity parts of the former Court
ofSpedal Sessions. In addition, Family Court was
granted adoption and abandonment jurisdiction, concurrent child custody juris-
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diction, and conalrrent postdi~'orce modification and
enforcement jurisdiction.
This paper will outline the
pre-Family Coun history in
synopsis fonn, and briefly
describe the Court's post·
1962 developments.
The Coun's roots run
deep, reaching to the early
nineteenth century. The initial measure separating children's issues from traditional common law rules was
the 1824 legislative incorporation of a House of Refuge
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for Children to receive, and
hopefully rehabilitate, ' all
such children lunder si:>..1een
years of age] as shall be convicted of criminal offenses,
in any dty or county of this
state, and as may in the judgment of the court, before
whom any such offender
shall be tried, be deemed
proper objects." Partly modeled upon the then new
adult penitentiary system,
children, unlike adults,
received indeterminate sentences, which could remain
in effect until age twenty·
one. The idea was to segregate errant children where
they could be educated,
rehabilitated and, upon
rehabilitation, be released to
lead productive adult lives.
In 1851 a Juvenile Asylum
was legislatively incorporated
to house impoverished, neglected young children and, in
1853, the Children'sAid
Society was founded to ' rescue' immigrant children
from the streets and poorhouses through placement in
foster homes or farm apprenticeships.
The post.civil war era further awakened a perceived
need to protect children who
were maltreated, orwho had
lapsed into wayward behavior. The post war sodal
repercussions, rapid industrialization, and massive immigration spawned a ' child
savers" movement which
lobbied successfully for
extensive children's legislation. In 1865 the ll>gislature
enacted the ' Disorderly
Child" Act, a statute roughly
equivalent to the present status offense or PINS statute .
Twelve years later the legislature passed an "Act for
Protecting Children," a

statute that may be fairly
characterized as the state's
first child nl"glectlaw; under
its provisions children could
be placed in public or pri·
v.lIe childcare agendes upon
a finding of parental malfeasance. The initial adoption
laws and compulsOlY education laws also date from that
period . Administered by the
cri minal couns, the piecemeal enactment of "child
saving' legislation was
refined and codified as part
of the 1881 Penal Code. By
the late nineteenth century
the major causes of action
involving children had hence
been enacted, and were
enforced by public or private
agencies, induding the
police and the societies for
the protection of cruelty to
children. Simultanl"Ously, the
legislature incorporated a
plethora of childcare agencies to cafe for needy and
maltreated children .
Completing the evolutionary
decriminal ization of children's activities, a 1909 Act
coined the term "juvenile
delinquency." Thereafter. and
umil the enactment of the
1978 Juvenile Offender Act,
any act shon of murder committed by a youngster under
the age of sixteen could not
be deemed a crime.
The imponant contemporary proceedings heard
before the Family Coun,
child nl"glect or abuse, juvenile delinquency, status
offenses and adoption, were
thus developed and applied
in postbellum America.
However, jurisdiction had
been lodged ill the cri minal
couns (a not illogical choice
given the absence of spedalized family tribunals) . Given
an incrl"asing ch ild ren .s case-

load, the growth of the social
sciences, the development of
ch ildcare agencies, and the
inappropriateness of mixi ng
children's and criminal proceedings, the progression to
a specialized coun was prob ably inevitable. In 1901, the
yearthe first juvenile coun
in America was established
in Chicago, the New York
State legislature segregated
juvenile cases by creating
spedalized children's pans
within New York City.
\Vithin a decade, the children's coun pans \,'ere operating in most of the state's
urban areas.
Finally, joining the by
then national movement,
New York established a separate Children's Coun in
1922 . Children's issues,
involving specialized social,
educational and mental
health expenise, were
divorced from the criminal
coun milieu.
Separated from the mainstream of criminal and dvil
jurisdiction, the children's
couns developed unique
characteristics, including
confidentiality, privacy of
proceedings and the disuse,
if not abhorrence, of procedural due process standards.
The couns even substitLlled
their own nomenclature for
traditional legal terms; for
example, the substitLllion of
"fact finding" hearing for
trial and "dispositional hearing ' for sentence dates from
the 1922 establishment of
the Children's Couns .
The Children's Couns
continued forfonyyears
(1922-1962). By 1960, the
coun's limitations and deficiencies had been well documented. Split jurisdiction,
the absence of legal represen-

tation and procedural anarchy were among the criticisms which led to the dl'velopment of a Family Coun
concept. Of equal significanee, in 1961the state
decided to reorganize the
entire coun structure, the
first major judidal restructuring in almost a century. The
reformers finally achieved
the establishment of a
Family Coun, with the man dates and the compromises
outlined at the beginning of
this paper.
The Family Court Act,
circa 1962, incorporated severallandmark provisions (in
addition to the grant of more
a:tensive jurisdiction). For
the first time, children were
afforded assigned counsel, a
measure which enhanced
procedural and substantive
safeguards. It also indirectly
spawned litigation wh ich
expanded children's rights,
such as the right (and the
empowerment) to appeal
adverse decisions, and the
right to discover and present
evidence addressing the
child's interest. The Act also
incorporated expanded child
protective provisions affecting children and their
parems.
In fonyyears the Family
Coun Act has changed in
several respects, although the
basic structure remains.
Substantive stalLltory amendments include the expansion
of termination of parent..11
rights provisions (vinually
unknown in 1962), the
enactment of the Child
Support StandardsAc\'
which enhanced the eco ·
nomic responsibility of parents and, through several
sequential amendments, the
legislature has greatly

enhanced the
Coun's domestic violence
authority. The
court has also
grown exponen·
tially, a phenomenon driven by many factors, including
the enforcement
of individual
familial rights
(of children, of
parents and of
extended family
members), the
unfonunate
'e ,h. "". ef , " .i8"""i"8 0"' '"e 'n~rl, in
increase in fami - (Ed".m "';0" ,h1r. ,\.loy 1916)
Iy dysfunction
and the expansion ofprocedural safeguards. Of perhaps
.
paramount importance, the
..
.
In
court has slowly shed the perception of "judicial
stepchild," and is increasingly
viewed as an co-equal branch
of the unified coun system.
Viewed in perspective, as
an institLllion which has
evolved progressively over the
course of almost two cen.
.
turk's , Family Coun has
much to be proud of. At the
same time the coun remains
a work in progress, a perhaps
permanent attribute of a tribuna devoted to the family.
The next step may be merger
with the Supreme Coun, a
move that would enhance the
court's stature and lead to a
truly unified family tribunal
that would encompass
divorce jurisdiaion and juvenile justice proceedings (now
divided between juvenile
delinquency, juvenile offender and YOLllhful offender
jurisdiction). The coun has a
rich history to cherish and,
hopefully, to build upon
th roughout the twenty-first
century. •
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